Important Update:

Beginning in July 2018, standard driver licenses and IDs will be marked with “FEDERAL LIMITS APPLY”. Also, starting September 2018, all standard driver license and ID will no longer use “100 rule”

The driver’s license number will:

- Start with WDL
- Be randomly generated and not relate to the individual’s name or birthdate
- Be 12 characters long and includes a random series of letters and numbers. All characters are one of the 26 letters of the American English alphabet or numerals of zero through nine.
- Not include special characters such as * or $

Enhanced ID cards: security features for the enhanced cards are the same as the standards ID cards except, enhanced cards show US flag on the picture.

You may visit the DOL’s website for more information about the new changes.

Also, passport card and NEXUS card have been added as an acceptable form of ID. Please check with your manager about the acceptable forms of IDs at your store.

If you have any questions, please contact the Responsible Vendor Program at RVP@lcb.wa.gov or call (360) 664-1727 or (360) 664-1728.